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Oracle Retail Regular Price Optimization (RPO) assists retail price mangers in 
pricing hard-line and grocery items. It is suited for long lifecycle items with 
infrequent price changes. It recommends permanent prices based on initial 
estimates of an item’s total sales volume over a planning period and on 
price-related sales of items and related items.

RPO includes grouping in its pricing analysis because it considers cross-item 
elasticities; that is, RPO considers how price changes for one item may affect the 
sales volume of other items. Users can input objective functions and pricing 
constraints that define the optimization problem. Once these inputs are defined, 
the pricing optimizer recommends prices. Multiple scenarios can be created and 
evaluated side by side, and what–if analysis can be performed within the context 
of a pricing scenario. After analyzing the what-if results and recommended 
prices, the user can make a final decision to submit the recommended prices for 
the given set of merchandise items and locations.

Beginning with the 13.2.2 release, RPO integrates with a new application called 
Oracle Retail Analytic Parameter Calculator for Regular Price Optimization 
(APC-RPO). APC-RPO calculates self and cross-item elasticities, which RPO uses 
to make price recommendations. APC-RPO is a separate application with its own 
installer, but it is available as an additional component in the RPO 13.2.2 
installation media pack. 

Hardware and Software Requirements
See the RPO Installation Guide for information about the following:

■ Hardware and software requirements

■ Oracle Retail application software compatibility information

Upgrade Note
Due to changes in the product hierarchy, RPO is not upgradeable from previous 
versions to 13.2.2 and later versions. You must perform a full installation of RPO 
in order to accommodate these changes. For information on performing a full 
installation, see the RPO Installation Guide.

Note: After the 13.2.2 release, MKS will no longer be supported as a 
requirement for operating demonstration configurations on all 
versions of Windows operating systems. Use of Cygwin is in 
development as a replacement.
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Functional Enhancements
RPO 13.2.2 includes the following functional enhancements.

RPO on the RPAS Fusion Client
With the introduction of the Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server (RPAS) 
Fusion Client, customers have a choice to use RPO with either the RPAS Fusion 
Client or the RPAS Classic Client. 

For details on the features of the RPAS Fusion Client, see the 13.2.2 Oracle Retail 
Predictive Application Server User Guide for the Fusion Client. RPO has been 
preconfigured to contain a default taskflow. The only change made to the RPO 
solution in order to use the solution with the Fusion Client was the addition of 
the taskflow.

When using the Fusion Client for RPO, the users can utilize the new taskflow 
feature to understand and follow the RPO business process. This taskflow shows 
the overall business process and allows the users to understand the tasks they 
must complete in order to finish the business process. 

The taskflow components are described in the table below.

The setup of the taskflow is accomplished within the RPAS Configuration Tools. 
Workbook information is mapped to activities, tasks, and steps. For additional 
details on this process, see the taskflow section of the Configuration Manager 
chapter of the RPAS Configuration Tools User Guide.

Improved Workflow
RPO now has an improved and simplified data and workflow model that better 
supports attribute-based merchandise grouping. It also has a more streamlined, 
all-group-based constraint creation that allows for easier, more intuitive scenario 
modeling.

Running Optimization in Batch
RPO can now run optimization for select scenarios in batch mode. After users 
have created scenarios within RPO, they can select the specific scenarios they 
want to optimize and schedule them to run overnight. In the morning, users can 
review the results by comparing multiple scenarios to each other. 

Name Description

Activity

 

High level business process or solution. An activity provides visibility 
to the full business process, supports application navigation, and 
drives end user activities. Tasks and steps are assigned to an activity 
to further describe the business flow. 

 Task

 

The second level of an activity flow. A task is associated with a single 
RPAS workbook template. Steps are assigned to a task. 

Step The lowest level of an activity flow. A step is associated with an RPAS 
worksheet or set of worksheets to achieve a specific action. 
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To select the scenarios to optimize in batch mode, users should access the Batch 
Job Setting worksheet in the Business Administration workbook. There, users can 
select the scenarios to optimize as well as view the date of the last optimization 
run for each scenario. 

For more information about this feature, see the Business Administration chapter 
in either the RPO User Guide for the RPAS Classic Client or the RPO User Guide for 
the RPAS Fusion Client. 

Forecasting Capabilities
Prior to the 13.2.2 version, RPO relied on forecasts from external applications to 
perform price optimization. With the 13.2.2 release, RPO can generate its own 
forecasts at the optimization level, the item/price intersection.

Price Ladder Creation
With the 13.2.2 release, users can now generate price ladders within RPO using 
the price ladder worksheets in the Business Administration workbook. Users can 
set the range of prices for the price ladder, specify the price steps (the required 
difference in amount between consecutive price points), and select the ending 
digits of the price points. After RPO generates the price ladder and price points 
using these inputs, users can edit individual price price points as needed. 

For more information about this feature, see the Business Administration chapter 
in either the RPO User Guide for the RPAS Classic Client or the RPO User Guide for 
the RPAS Fusion Client. 

Price Drift
RPO now allows users to specify how much the recommended price can drift 
from the original price. The setting is not an absolute or percentage value, but a 
picklist with choices ranging from low (meaning small change from original 
value) to unconstrained (meaning change in price can be unlimited). RPO 
recommends the optimized price based on the goal, constraints, and drift setting. 
Users can set the price drift for each scenario in the Price Analysis workbook.

For more information about this feature, see the Price Analysis chapter in either 
the RPO User Guide for the RPAS Classic Client or the RPO User Guide for the RPAS 
Fusion Client.

Improved Diagnostic Messages
RPO now has more detailed, user-friendly messages that explain the results of 
the optimization and validation runs. These messages are displayed in one 
location, the Optimization/Validation Status worksheet in the Price Analysis 
workbook, making them easier to find. 

In addition, users can see what constraints were relaxed or violated for items in 
the optimized scenario using the Item Constraints Diagnostics worksheet in the 
Price Analysis workbook. If a constraint was relaxed or violated, users can return 
to the Item Group Level worksheet (also in the Price Analysis workbook) for 
more detailed information about why this occurred.
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Post Price Analysis Workbook
A new workbook has been added to allow users to compare the performance of 
recommended, approved, and executed prices in a scorecard layout. This 
workbook is called the Post Price Analysis workbook, and it contains 
time-phased historical data of items.

For more information about this workbook, see the Post Price Analysis chapter in 
either the RPO User Guide for the RPAS Classic Client or the RPO User Guide for the 
RPAS Fusion Client.

Technical Enhancements
RPO 13.2.2 includes the following technical enhancements.

Retail Enabled ODI Integration
Oracle Retail Enabled ODI Integration is a set of packages that allows users to 
easily execute data transfers among select RPAS applications.

Oracle Retail Enabled ODI Integration leverages Oracle Data Integrator (ODI) to 
store information about data interfaces among RPAS applications. ODI presents a 
user-friendly graphical interface for user-initiated data transfers and runtime 
monitoring. It also provides the ability to host application domains on different 
machines on a network, an ability not available with prior non-ODI integration 
strategies.

Retail Enabled ODI Integration can be used to integrate Regular Price 
Optimization (RPO) and Analytic Parameter Calculator for Regular Price 
Optimization (APC-RPO).

For more information on the version of ODI compatible with the Oracle Retail 
Enabled ODI Integration, see the Oracle Retail Regular Price Optimization 
Installation Guide.

Running Optimization for a Subset of Price Zones
Previously, an optimization run had to include all price zones, regardless of the 
fact that often users need to optimize only a few price zones. Now, users can 
select a subset of price zones to optimize using the Select Price Zones worksheet 
in the Price Analysis workbook. Since the run time increases linearly with the 
number of price zones, a considerable amount of run time is now potentially 
saved. 

Integration Enhancement
RPO 13.2.2 includes the following integration enhancement.

Integration with APC-RPO
RPO now integrates with the new Oracle Retail Analytic Parameter Calculator 
for Regular Price Optimization (APC-RPO) application. APC-RPO sends RPO the 
following data:

■ Minimum prices

■ Maximum prices
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■ Anchor prices

■ Self and cross elasticities

RPO uses the APC-RPO data to recommend prices according to a specific 
optimization goal.

The APC-RPO to RPO integration can be implemented either with Retail Enabled 
Oracle Data Integrator (ODI) integration or with script integration. For more 
information, see the RPO Implementation Guide and the Retail Enabled ODI 
Integration Implementation Guide.

Known Issues
The following table contains issues that have been identified for the current 
release.

Related Documentation
For more information, see the following documents in the Oracle Retail Regular 
Price Optimization 13.2.2 documentation set:

■ Oracle Retail Regular Price Optimization Installation Guide

■ Oracle Retail Regular Price Optimization User Guide for the RPAS Classic Client

■ Oracle Retail Regular Price Optimization User Guide for the RPAS Fusion Client

■ Oracle Retail Regular Price Optimization Implementation Guide

For more information about the Analytic Parameter Calculator for Regular Price 
Optimization (APC-RPO) application, see the Oracle Retail Analytic Parameter 
Calculator for Regular Price Optimization documentation set.

For more information about the RPAS Fusion Client, see the Oracle Retail 
Predictive Application Server documentation set. 

For more information about RPAS and the ODI Enabled Integration, see the 
following documentation sets:

■ Oracle Retail Enabled ODI Integration documentation

■ Oracle Data Integrator documentation

■ Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server documentation

Known Issue/Defect Defect Number

Simple (non-global) domains cannot be upgraded to 13.2.2. 11677741

Due to floating point rounding errors, the equals (=) operator 
does not always work as expected.

10640089

The RPO libraries are not registered correctly. After a domain is 
built, the libraries must be loaded manually.

10275534

Default parameter values are preset to values reasonable for 
commercial use. Due to size and other limitations of the sample 
data set provided with RPO, when users attempt to optimize 
prices using the default parameter values, the "Max allowed 
standard error for raw self-elasticities" setting must be relaxed for 
elasticities to be generated.

NA
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Documentation Accessibility
Our goal is to make Oracle products, services, and supporting documentation 
accessible to all users, including users that are disabled. To that end, our 
documentation includes features that make information available to users of 
assistive technology. This documentation is available in HTML format, and 
contains markup to facilitate access by the disabled community. Accessibility 
standards will continue to evolve over time, and Oracle is actively engaged with 
other market-leading technology vendors to address technical obstacles so that 
our documentation can be accessible to all of our customers. For more 
information, visit the Oracle Accessibility Program Web site at 
http://www.oracle.com/accessibility/.

Accessibility of Code Examples in Documentation
Screen readers may not always correctly read the code examples in this 
document. The conventions for writing code require that closing braces should 
appear on an otherwise empty line; however, some screen readers may not 
always read a line of text that consists solely of a bracket or brace.

Accessibility of Links to External Web Sites in Documentation
This documentation may contain links to Web sites of other companies or 
organizations that Oracle does not own or control. Oracle neither evaluates nor 
makes any representations regarding the accessibility of these Web sites.

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support. 
For information, visit http://www.oracle.com/support/contact.html 
or visit http://www.oracle.com/accessibility/support.html if you 
are hearing impaired.
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Copyright © 2011, Oracle and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

This software and related documentation are provided under a license agreement containing restrictions on use and disclosure and are 
protected by intellectual property laws. Except as expressly permitted in your license agreement or allowed by law, you may not use, copy, 
reproduce, translate, broadcast, modify, license, transmit, distribute, exhibit, perform, publish, or display any part, in any form, or by any 
means. Reverse engineering, disassembly, or decompilation of this software, unless required by law for interoperability, is prohibited.

The information contained herein is subject to change without notice and is not warranted to be error-free. If you find any errors, please 
report them to us in writing.

If this software or related documentation is delivered to the U.S. Government or anyone licensing it on behalf of the U.S. Government, the 
following notice is applicable:

U.S. GOVERNMENT RIGHTS Programs, software, databases, and related documentation and technical data delivered to U.S. 
Government customers are "commercial computer software" or "commercial technical data" pursuant to the applicable Federal Acquisition 
Regulation and agency-specific supplemental regulations. As such, the use, duplication, disclosure, modification, and adaptation shall be 
subject to the restrictions and license terms set forth in the applicable Government contract, and, to the extent applicable by the terms of 
the Government contract, the additional rights set forth in FAR 52.227-19, Commercial Computer Software License (December 2007). 
Oracle USA, Inc., 500 Oracle Parkway, Redwood City, CA 94065.

This software is developed for general use in a variety of information management applications. It is not developed or intended for use in 
any inherently dangerous applications, including applications which may create a risk of personal injury. If you use this software in 
dangerous applications, then you shall be responsible to take all appropriate fail-safe, backup, redundancy, and other measures to ensure 
the safe use of this software. Oracle Corporation and its affiliates disclaim any liability for any damages caused by use of this software in 
dangerous applications.

Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation and/or its affiliates. Other names may be trademarks of their respective owners.

This software and documentation may provide access to or information on content, products, and services from third parties. Oracle 
Corporation and its affiliates are not responsible for and expressly disclaim all warranties of any kind with respect to third-party content, 
products, and services. Oracle Corporation and its affiliates will not be responsible for any loss, costs, or damages incurred due to your 
access to or use of third-party content, products, or services.

Licensing Note: This media pack includes a Restricted Use license for Oracle Retail Predictive Application Server (RPAS) - Enterprise 
Engine to support Oracle® Retail Regular Price Optimization only.

Value-Added Reseller (VAR) Language

Oracle Retail VAR Applications

The following restrictions and provisions only apply to the programs referred to in this section and licensed to you. You acknowledge that 
the programs may contain third party software (VAR applications) licensed to Oracle. Depending upon your product and its version number, 
the VAR applications may include: 

(i) the MicroStrategy Components developed and licensed by MicroStrategy Services Corporation (MicroStrategy) of McLean, Virginia 
to Oracle and imbedded in the MicroStrategy for Oracle Retail Data Warehouse and MicroStrategy for Oracle Retail Planning & Optimization 
applications.

(ii) the Wavelink component developed and licensed by Wavelink Corporation (Wavelink) of Kirkland, Washington, to Oracle and imbedded 
in Oracle Retail Mobile Store Inventory Management.

(iii) the software component known as Access Via™ licensed by Access Via of Seattle, Washington, and imbedded in Oracle Retail Signs 
and Oracle Retail Labels and Tags.

(iv) the software component known as Adobe Flex™ licensed by Adobe Systems Incorporated of San Jose, California, and imbedded in 
Oracle Retail Promotion Planning & Optimization application.

You acknowledge and confirm that Oracle grants you use of only the object code of the VAR Applications. Oracle will not deliver source 
code to the VAR Applications to you. Notwithstanding any other term or condition of the agreement and this ordering document, you shall 
not cause or permit alteration of any VAR Applications. For purposes of this section, "alteration" refers to all alterations, translations, 
upgrades, enhancements, customizations or modifications of all or any portion of the VAR Applications including all reconfigurations, 
reassembly or reverse assembly, re-engineering or reverse engineering and recompilations or reverse compilations of the VAR Applications 
or any derivatives of the VAR Applications. You acknowledge that it shall be a breach of the agreement to utilize the relationship, and/or 
confidential information of the VAR Applications for purposes of competitive discovery.

The VAR Applications contain trade secrets of Oracle and Oracle's licensors and Customer shall not attempt, cause, or permit the alteration, 
decompilation, reverse engineering, disassembly or other reduction of the VAR Applications to a human perceivable form. Oracle reserves 
the right to replace, with functional equivalent software, any of the VAR Applications in future releases of the applicable program.
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